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Brief description on Videoconâ€“

Videocon was established in the year 1979. The headquarters of this company is located in
Gurgaon, New Delhi. The current chairman of this company is VenugopalDhoot.They are engaged
in the production of various consumer electronics, home appliances, office automation, mobile
phones and a lot more. There are about 7000 employees working for this company.This company
has excelled in the business of manufacturing of household appliances.This organization produces
a variety of TV, Washing machine, Refrigerator, Air conditioner, Microwave ovens and mobiles. This
is a leading company that is into the manufacturing of electronic products and consumer durables. It
has lot of permanent customers who have trust on the products manufactured by this company.This
brand is liked by almost all the people of India and is a favorite among them.

Videocon Window Ac:

This company produces a wide range of Split Ac and Window Ac. Videocon produces the most
efficient Window AC exists in the market. There are various models available in Videocon Window
AC that can provide the most efficient cooling system. You will now have the opportunity of
spending summer like winter. These ACs are known for its durability and also their long life without
any kind of maintenance. You can select the Acs from a wide range that are easily available in the
market as per the size of your room. A big room would require an Ac with large capacity. For smaller
rooms you can choose ACs with less capacity.These Acs are available in 0.75 ton, 1 ton, 1.5 ton
and 2 ton. These are very good looking and attractive window Acs that is famous for its style and
design. It is the best Ac to cool your room. The usual features of these ACs are the auto air swing,
on and off timer, auto restart, anti-bacteria filter, sleep mode, rotary compressor, de-odorizing and
dehumidification. These Acs are famous for its energy saving features. It also includes a remote
control with all the features that is required to adjust the temperature. It also helps in killing the
bacteria and various air pollutants that are very harmful to us.

Videocon Window Ac price list:

The Videocon Window Ac price in India ranges between Rs.9000 and Rs.16000depending on the
type of model.

Conclusion - Videocon Window Ac helps to purify the environment you stay. These Acs are
available in the leading home appliances outlets all over India and Videocon showrooms. These can
be easily bought through online shopping. Change your room to a lovely holiday destination with the
cooling effects of this lovely Window Ac.It is the most appropriate and an easy buy forthe middle
class people of India because of its economical nature.
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Wilson Roy is a well known author and has written articles on a voltas window ac price, Laptops
store, a samsung window ac and a Window AC online shop and many other subjects.
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